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Introduction 
On verge of 1980s, object-oriented programming approach was introduced by G. Booch, 

changing the operating programming process. At the time, software industry encountered the 
complication crisis. Not only Brooch’s theory was necessary to end the crisis, but technology as 
well. Object-oriented programming (OOP) is targeted not only towards improvement of the 
traditional approach that induced the complication crisis of systems developed with the help of PL; 
instead, it created a new style for programming systems by modeling subject domains (SD) with 
objects and their interfaces. OOP languages have surfaced for various object types, routines and 
data types These languages partially use the formal mechanisms of specifications programs 
(RAISE, RCL, VDM, Dijkstra, Hoare et al.) [1–5]. Derivatives of the elements of these languages
became the general purpose resources for development of large-scale systems. In addition, it was 
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appeared systems offering (DСOM, CORBA, DCE RPC, etc.), which given the basis of formal 
determination of object model (OM) and their dispatch by the object request broker (ORB). New 
systems created with the help of real and library objects lower complexity of software programs 
(SP), replenish ready-made objects and reduce certain difficulties in case of changes data types and
functional objects [6].

Now the modeling of domain by the formal specification, ontological tools OWL, ODM and 
models development (MDD, MDA, GDM and so on) were formed. A formal vehicle is oriented to
the presentation of domain as a system of objects, signature of operations set (union , intersection 
∩, adding , etc.) and predicates theory from axioms, theorems and logical assertions. The paradigm 
modelling SP from objects is created from the formal specifications in OKM method [7, 8]. In this
method design begins from decomposition of domains by objects, determinations of their notation
by denotes and concepts (theory Frege), and also presentations the OM as a graph. Each object will 
have behaviors which uniquely belong to this object The theoretical and applied conceptions of 
OKM consists of base notions and new positions of improved theory of design SD from objects of 
functional, interface data and isomorphism reflection of SD function of objects to the program 
components [9–11].

1. Mathematical Design of Objective Model
Object design theory is built with the use of base notions of formal specification, set theory 

and class theory of G. Booch, Frege triangle and CORBA object model, utilizing the following 
principles [1-3]:

 All essences of the SD are objects; 
 Each object is a unique element;
 All objects are determined at a certain abstraction level and are ordered according to their 

relations;
 Object interoperability with help the of interfaces.

An object is singled out using object-oriented analysis, with mathematical terms for 
description and clarification of object methods in the OM being created. 

According to Booch, «object-oriented approach = objects + inheritance, polymorphism, 
encapsulation»; OM also encompasses object classes and their relations (aggregation, associations, 
specializations, instantiation so on), as well as their behavior. 

Object in SD is a named part of actual reality with a certain abstraction level; a notion 
structure according to Frege triangle (denotation, sign, and concept). Each object (О) belongs to the 
set of objects O= (O1, O2. On), where Oi = Oi (Nai, Deni, Coni), Nai is a sign, Deni is a denotation, 
Coni is an object concept, and Coni = (Pi1, Pi2 ,..., Pis) is determined upon a set of predicates Pi [8, 
9].

Axiom 1. The subject domain designed with objects is an object itself.
Axiom 2. The subject domain being designed may be an object within another subject 

domain.
When designing the subject domain, each object gets at least one property or description, 

semantics allowing its unique authentication among the set of all objects and to the set of predicates 
of properties and relations between objects.

Object property is defined on the set of objects belonging to the SD with the unary predicate 
with return value depending on its external and internal properties. Description is an aggregate of 
properties (in form of predicates) subjected to the condition of acceptance of truth value by no more 
than one predicate from the collection of external and internal descriptions. Relation is a binary 
predicate that returns truth on each pair of objects in the set. The basic types of mutual relations are 
as follows:

1. Set – set;
2. Element of a set – element of a set; 
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3. Element of a set – set;
4. Set – element of a set.

These relation types correspond to operations: generalization, specialization, aggregation, 
association, classification and instantiation. Types 3), 4) are subsumption relation (IS–A) and part-
whole relation (PART–OF), respectively.
OM Modeling Levels

SD model is designed on four levels:
 Generalizing for determining SD base notions without considering of their essence and 

properties; 
 Structuring for ordering objects in the OM taking into account relationships between them;
 Characterization for forming concepts of objects on the base of them properties and 

descriptions; 
 Behavioral level for descriptions of conduct depending on events (such as time).

In accordance with the generalizing level an object is considered a mathematical notion, as a 
class from the point of view of von Neumann–Bernays–Gödel set theory: O= (О0,, O1, O2. On), with 
О0 being an object in the subject domain. A set of base functions is formed at this level, related to 
decomposition or composition changes to object denotations and concepts, performed by increasing 
or decreasing object quantity, as well as expansion or narrowing object concepts. These changes are 
subjected to the set rules and terms that ensure correctness of function implementation. For the set 
O= (О0, O1, O2. On), the object relations hold:

)()0( 0OOii i  . (1)
The structural level defines such notions as class, class instance, abstract class, etc. The set 

of objects is ordered and each of objects can be presented as a set or an element of a certain set. 
That is, expression (1.1) is transformed into

)()(00 ji OOjiji  (2)
It determines the “part–whole” relation, instantiation and aggregation.
In accordance with the characteristic level, for each of objects a corresponding concept is 

formed. If О'= (O1, O2. On) is a set of objects SD, and P'= (P1, P2, Pr) is a set of unary predicates 
related to properties of SD objects, concept of the object Оі is a set of assertions, built on the basis 
of predicates from P' that are true for the object. That is, the concept Coni = {Pik}, if a condition Pk
(Оі) = true, where Pik is the assertion for the object Оі according to the predicate Pk. Following 
these rules, the properties of objects are determined with the subsumption relation. Expression A = 
(O’, P’) determines the algebra system of object concepts O’ and predicates P’ with operations:

 0–ary operations that correspond to constants;
 Unary operations that correspond to the properties of objects;
 Binary operations that correspond to intercommunications between pairs of objects.

Predicates must meet specific conditions:
 Number of predicates suffices the conceptual design of the subject domain using its objects;
 Each predicate, its type and signature meets the essence of the corresponding object.

Axiom 1.Every object  of the SD process has at least one feature or property, which  equates  
to the set of objects.

In obedience to the behavioral level, a sequence of object states and processes is determined 
in order to reflect transitions between states. Intercommunications between objects are formed on 
the basis of binary predicates, which are related to the properties of SD objects, and are detailed to
implement interoperability between states of objects.

According to the concept described above, class is an object that reflects a certain set; 
instance of the class is an object belonging to a certain set, which is a class; joint class is a set equal 
to the direct sum of several other sets; crossbred class is a common part of several other sets;
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aggregated class is a subset of the cross product of several other sets. If an object is an element of 
another object, it is determined by the set. However, not every object is necessarily an element of 
another class. For example, an object corresponding to the entire subject domain in the OOM is not 
an element of any other object in the model. Definition of objects is formulated under the condition: 
each object is a set or an element of a certain set. Object ordering is performed taking into account 
affiliation by using sets of natural numbers.

Algebra for object-oriented analysis of the subject domain is
),,,( PAIO  , (3)

where О'=(О1, О2,. .,  Оn) is a set of objects; І= (І1, І2 ., In) is a set of interfaces for О'; A’ =(A1, A2
.., An) is a set of operations on elements of a set O; P = (P1, P2 ,.., Pr) is a set of predicates that 
determine properties of object concepts. Each of operations in A’ possesses certain priority and 
arity, and also related to the corresponding acceptable descriptions of object concepts and 
operations from the set A’ = {decds, decdn, comds, comdn, conexp, connar}. That is, decds, decdn
are decomposition operations, comds, comdn are compositions, conexp, and Conner is narrowing 
[10].

Theorem 1. Set of operations A’ for the algebra on the objects О' is a system of actions in 
relation to the functions of four-level object presentation of the object-oriented model. Operations 
of object analysis are:

 Specification of object, as a class, class instance, etc.;
 Operations above essences: 0–ary, unary, binary;
 Interrelation of generalization, specialization, aggregation, classification, instantiation; 
 Operations of object behavior together with communications between descriptions and the 

time of their existence in the OOM.
The SD model may be represented by an object graph G ={О, I, R}, defined on the set of 

objects O, interfaces I and relations between objects R:
 Set of vertices O replicates one-to-one relationships between objects in the subject domain;
 Each vertex corresponds to at least one interface Ik  I and relationships from the set R 

according to certain rules
 There exists at least one vertex with dual set –object status that reflects the entire domain.

The set of objects-functions O is related to implementation methods for objects in the subject 
domain, which communicate between themselves via interface objects from the set I. That is, 
vertices from G are objects of two types – functional objects O, and interface objects I (fig.1).

O1

O2 O3 O4

O25

O5 O6 O7 O8

O26 O47 O48

objects functions

interface objects

objects from  repositoty

Fig. 1 – Object-interface graph for the OM

Interface objects contain data description that is passed by RPC, RMI, ORB requests with 
optional operations of data transformation to the proper format of the environment containing the 
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object implementation. The result of communication of a pair of objects in the graph (e.g., O25 and 
O47) is a new interface object with the description of input (in) and output (out) parameters of a 
request or a communication protocol.

Axiom 2. Graph G, complemented with interface objects, is well-organized structurally 
(bottom-up) with regard to the control of fullness, surplus and removal of duplicate elements.

Objects may have several interfaces that can inherit interfaces of other objects, providing they 
provide services for the entire set of output interfaces.

The set of objects and interfaces of the graph is reflected by general or individual properties 
and descriptions of the object-oriented model. Verification of properties of objects is provided by 
the specific operations (classification, specialization, aggregation, etc.). Each operation is a pairwise 
comparison of the underlying object properties with their external characteristics. They are reliable 
in case the following condition holds: each underlying property is equivalent to the external 
property of object. If this condition does not hold, an element is removed from the set O and the 
graph.

2. Interfaces of objects
Object interfaces contain input (In) and output (Out) parameter specifications. The set of 

interfaces I = {In (Ok)} is used by cooperating objects, whereas the set of output interfaces Out (Ok) 
reflects the obtained results. Specification of parameters In, Out for interface objects is performed 
with IDL language, which is a part of CORBA [12].

Objects in the OOM are defined by the following sets:
  kk OInOO , – a set of input (In) interface objects;
  jj OOutOO , – a set of output (Out) interface objects.

The result of co-operation between the two objects in the graph G is an intermediate object, 
with the set of input interfaces coinciding with the set of input interfaces of the accepting object, 
and the set of output interfaces corresponding to the set of output interfaces of the transmitter:         

    kkk OInOOutO , ,     lll OInOOutO , ,     lklk OInOOutOO , (4).
Axiom 3. Object composition lk OO  is correct, if and only if the transmitter object provides 

a necessary service to the acceptor object:     nmlnkm IIOOutIOInI  .
Objects may have several interfaces that may inherit interfaces of other objects ( lk OO  ); in 

this case the latter provides services for the set of output interfaces:    lklk OOutOOutOO 
An inherited object delegates all its interfaces to the other object and possesses the following 

characteristics:

 Transitivity: 3132213,2,1 ,: OOOOOOOO  ;
 Reflectivity: kkk OOOO  .

Reflection of an object onto another object results in an interface consisting from the set of 
input interfaces     lklk OInOOO  and output interfaces     lklk OOutOOO  .

An example of parameter specification for interfaces using the stub/skeleton-type broker is 
displayed. In interface type of data, that are passed through  the call (RPC,  RMI, ORB and others 
like that) parameters are described  in IDL. These parameters answer data of objects-functions, 
which give by languages (C#, Vbasic, Pascal, etc.).  Parameters of data of interface can be can be 
specificity as input (In), output (Out) and compatible (Input).parameter.

The example of parameter of interface mediator of type stub F1 and skeleton F2 specification
in chart (Fig. 2) has a kind on Fig. 3 [7–10].
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Despite input and output interfaces having different semantics, they share identical syntactic 
description. At the formal level, an interface can invoke data type transformation passed through in
parameters to out ones and back.
Classes of objects

Objects in the OOM are grouped according to their generic descriptions. That is, OOM bears 
the following representation [5]:

M = (Oclass, GK),
Where Class = {Colossi} is a set of classes of object functions or methods with common properties;
GK is an object graph that reflects relationships between classes and their instances.

Fig. 2 – Chart of function calls

interface F1 
{
void f(in float S [l]);

}
interface F2
{
const long l=3;

}
Interface P3: F1 ( ), F2 ( )

Fig. 3 – Schema description in IDL

Each class is represented as
Oclassi = (ClassNamei, Methi, Fieldi}                                                           (5)

Where ClassNamei is the name of the class; Methi = {Methj
i} is a set of its methods; Fieldi = 

{Fieldn
i} is a set of variables that determine states of class instances.

Let Pfieldi  Fieldi be a set of external (public) variables. Each Pfieldn
i  Pfieldi corresponds 

to methods get <Pfieldn
i> and set<Pfieldni> for setting and selecting the values of the appropriate 

variables as attributes of objects and interfaces in the OOM and component models.
The set of methods is described as
Imethi = Methi   {get<Pfieldn

i>}  {set <Pfieldn
i>}.

It corresponds to an interface Ifunci consisting of methods included in Imethi.
So client class contains techniques for interface-program communication from parameters in, 

out, inout, on which are generated for data transfer to the server as instances of the class
Module item (A, B, C) 
Cost long l=2
Interface A {
Void f (in float s ;}
Interface B {
Cost long l=3}
Interface C: B, A { }

Like server class generates an instance of the class for the reversed data transfer to the client.
Description of a program for ClientInterface and ServerInterface co-operation is contained 

within the instrumental complex ITC http://sestudy.edu-ua.net [13].

3. Modern tools for object implementation

 Component Object Model (COM) for processing components in Basic, C++, .NET, etc.
 Java Beans, Oracle PL-independent standard for component.
 CORBA, consisting of IDL-interface, objects, design of object variants, similar to COM.             

http://sestudy.edu
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 UML, Rational Rose.
Microsoft system uses a subset of data types in all languages for object-oriented modeling in 

the .NET system, namely: CLS (Common Language Specification), CLR (Common Language 
Runtime), CTS (Common Type System) system. It includes data type declaration in the CLS 
specification language for reflecting arbitrary data types to the .NET type system. IBM and CORBA 
provide software product development from components and services through middleware, which 
assists in adaptation of system workflow within the environment [2–5, 9].

4. About realization of this approach
Every object will realize OM method or function and is related to other relations, which pass 

entry and output parameters. Accordant rules of task of objects in CORBA system OM these 
parameters are described in mediator (stub – for client, skeleton – for server), by the urgent 
interface. This ORB – standard, it is used now in many modern systems, such as Cloud and Grid
The functions of objects will be transformed in the program components and can be used in the 
component models in the different environments. Objects and components are specified in PL, their 
passports in the WSDL standard language, and their interfaces in IDL mediator. Presented in 
standard these elements are configured in the program structure and can be executed in the modern 
environments. Many aspects of objective realization PS are reflected in ITC web-site 
http://sestugy.edu-ua.net.
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